We study great smooth circle fibrations of round spheres and Blaschke manifolds of the homotopy type of complex projective spaces.
The purpose of the present paper is to prove the following two theorems. Theorem 2. Any smooth great circle fibration of the round (2n-l)-sphere, n^3, is smoothly equivalent to the Hopf fibration.
Theorem 3. Any Blaschke manifold[l,p. 135] modelled on the complex projective n-space CPn , n ^ 2, is dififieomorphic to CP" .
We note that the case n = 3 in Theorem 2 is valid if the smooth equivalence is replaced by a topological equivalence, and then the case n = 2 in Theorem 3 is valid if the diffeomorphism is replaced by a homeomorphism. (For details, see Gluck-Warner-Yang [3] .)
In Sato [8] , these theorems have been claimed without smoothness in their conclusions. Although an idea of their proofs is given, it is just impossible to follow. From Sato's response to an inquiry by Frank Warner, we first learned of an outline of his proofs which depend extensively on ÄMheory. By further inquiries, we suspect that there are gaps and ambiguities. The following is how we see Sato's idea.
Let S2n~x be the unit (2n -l)-sphere in the Euclidean 2«-space R2" and let p: S "~ -► X be a smooth great circle fibration of S n~x . Then there is a natural free smooth action of the circle group G of reals / modulo 1 on S2"-1, say " ç.2n-\ 02n-l p: G x S -► S such that for any x e S2n "' , p(G x {x}) = p~xpx, and for any (/, x) e G x S "~ , x ■ p(t, x) = cos2tn . (Strictly speaking, / should read / modulo 1 instead.) Moreover, the action can be smoothly extended to such that p(t, x) = \x\p(t, x/\x\) for any (t, x) e G x (R2n -{0}). Let Ex = TxR2n be the tangent space of R2/! at x for each x e S2"~x , and let E= U Ex = TR2\2n-i, xes2"-'
i.e., the tangent bundle of R2" restricted to S2"~x . Then the extended action p induces a free smooth action dp : G x E -> E, namely the differential of p . In order to carry out Sato's idea [8] , it is essential to have a complex structure on E such that each Ex may be regarded as the unitary «-space C" , and for any (t, v) e Gx Ex , dp(t, v) = e v e E ,t x). So far, Sato has not made this ambiguity very clear.
In this paper we more or less follow Sato's idea. However, we do not use Ktheory at all. Instead, we produce a specific trivialization of E which the proof of Theorem 2 depends on. Theorem 3 is merely a consequence of Theorem 2.
The author wishes to thank his colleagues Herman Gluck and Frank Warner for helpful discussions and comments.
Throughout this paper, G denotes the circle group of reals modulo 1 and S ~x denotes the unit (k -l)-sphere in the Euclidean /c-space R .
If Pf. GxS "~ -► S "~ is a free orthogonal action of G on S "~x , then the orbit space S "~ /p0 is the complex projective (n -l)-space which we denote by CP . Let p: G x S " -* S be a given free smooth action of G on S "~ . Then the orbit space X = S "~ /p is a closed smooth (2n-2)-manifold having the homotopy type of CP"-, and the projection p: S "~ -► X is a smooth circle fibration of «S "~ . For any t e G, p(t): S2n~X-^ S2" '1, defined by p(t)x = p(t, x), is a diffeomorphism. Notice that, if p = p0 , then p(l/2): S2"~x -S2"~x is the antipodal map.
Let t: E -► S2"-1 be a trivial smooth R " bundle. If p: GxE -* E, defined by p(t)v = p(t, v), is a smooth bundle isomorphism satisfying xp(t) = p(t)r , then we say that p covers p . Notice that if p covers p , then for any (/, x) e GxS2"~x , p(t) maps Ex = x~lx into Ep(t)x = t_1 p(t)x and p(t): Ex -» Ep{t)x is an isomorphism. Let p: GxE -► E be a free smooth action which covers p. If ex, ... , e2n: 5" " -► E are smooth cross-sections such that {ex(x), ... , £2nix)} is a basis for E for any x e S " ' , then we call {ex, ... , e2n} a trivialization of E . If {e,, ... , e2n} is a trivialization of E such that p(l/2)ej(x) = -£j(p(l/2)x), j=l,...,2n,
for any x e S2n~x , then we say that {ex, ... , e2n} is a symmetric trivialization of E . If {ex, ... , e2n} is a trivialization of E such that
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for any (/, x) e G x S "_1 , then we say that {ex, ... , e2n} is a good trivialization of E. Notice that good trivializations are always symmetric. The following result is rather obvious and it indicates the importance of the existence of a good trivialization.
(1) Let p: G x E -> E be a free smooth action covering p and let {ex, ... , e2n} be a good trivialization of E. Then there is a complex structure J on E such that for any x e S n~ ,
Je2j(x) = -e2j_x(x), j=l,...,n.
With this complex structure J, E becomes a trivial smooth C" bundle Ec such that {e2i_ily = 1, ■■■ , n) is a trivialization of Ec and p: G x Ec^> Ec is given by Pit)e2j-1 ix) = (cos 2/71 + J sin 2tn)e2J_ x(p(t)x), j = 1, ... , n.
The following special case is the only case we find interesting.
(2) Let p: G x S "~x -> S "~x be a free smooth action such that p(l/2): S "~ -► S "~ is the antipodal map, and let E = TR "\S "~ be the tangent bundle of R " restricted to 5 " " . Then there is a natural free smooth action p: G x E -> E covering p and there is natural symmetric trivialization of E .
Proof. As seen earlier, we have an extended free smooth action p: G x (R2n -{0}) -* R2" -{0} defined by p(t, x) = \x\p(t, x/\x\). The differential of this extended action, p = dp: G x E ->£,isa free smooth action of G on £ which covers p .
Let {ex, ... , e2n} be the canonical basis of R " . Then there is a natural trivialization {ex, ... , e2n} of E such that for any x e S n~ , efx) = e; at x, j = 1, ... , 2n.
Since p(l/2): S " -» 5 " is an antipodal map, it follows that p(l/2)e,(jc) = -efp(l/2)x), 7 = 1,..., 2«.
Now we are in a position to prove a technical result which the proof of Theorem 2 depends on. Theorem 1. Let p: G x E -► E be a free smooth action covering p. If there is a symmetric trivialization of E, then there is a good trivialization of E.
What we actually need is to apply Theorem 1 to the special case as seen in (2) . The justification for the general formulation of Theorem 1 is (3) below which says that in order to prove Theorem 1, we may assume that p is a free orthogonal action. The proof of Theorem 1 is long and is divided into many steps.
For n = 1, Theorem 1 is obvious. Therefore we assume below that n > 1 .
(3) It is sufficient to prove Theorem 1 for the special case that p is a free orthogonal action p0 of G on S n~x .
Proof. In order to distinguish p and p0,welet Sf"~x denote the unit (2«-l)-sphere under the action pQ. Then there are equivariant smooth homotopy equivalences . 02"-1 r,2n-l 02i-1 r.2n-1
(p: Sf -* S , ip:S ->S0 such that cf>ip: S "~ -► S "~ is equivariantly homotopic to the identity. Clearly E' = cff E is a trivial smooth R " bundle over S0"~ and there is a natural free smooth action p: G x E1 -> É which covers p0 and such that à) is covered by an equivariant smooth bundle map </> : E' -> E : Similarly E" = ip*E' is a trivial smooth R " bundle over 5" "~ and there is a free smooth action p" : G x E" -» E" which covers p and such that \p is covered by an equivariant smooth bundle map tp: E" -► £■'. Then {e'ji/, ... , £2«^} is a good trivialization of E" .
Since tp\p4)ip: S "~x -> S "~ is equivariantly smoothly homotopic to the identity, it follows from the covering homotopy theorem that E is equivariantly smoothly isomorphic to (cpy/tpy/)* E = (cpy/f E" . We know that {e', \pcp\p , ... , ¿ïnHK&ty} is a good trivialization of (tfiipfE" . Hence there is a good trivialization of E.
Because of (3), we assume below that p is the free orthogonal action p0. We begin with symmetric trivialization of E and then modify it step by step so that we eventually obtain a good trivialization of E.
Let GL(2«) be the general linear group of nonsingular real 2nx2n matrices. Then for any trivialization {ex, ... , e2n} of E, we have a smooth map 4>: GxS2n~X ^GL(2«) such that for any (/, x) 6 G x S2n~x , the isomorphism p(t): Ex -► E (t)x relative to the bases {ex(x), ... , e2n(x)} and {ex(p(t)x), ... , e2n(p(t)x)} is represented by cp(t, x) e GL(2n). In terms of matrix multiplication, we have
We call 4> the representation (of the action p) associated with the trivialization {ex, ... , e2n} .
(4) Let {e,, ... , e2n} be a trivialization of E and let 4>-G*S ' -► GL(2«) be its associated representation. Then for any s, t eG and x e S "~ , cp(s + t,x) = tf>(s, p(t)x)4>(t, x).
Therefore tj)(0, x) = I for any x e S "~ .
If {ex, ... , e2n} is a symmetric trivialization of E, then for any (/, x) e
and hence 4>(l/2, x) = -I for any x e S "~ .
Proof. Since
we infer that cp(s + t, x) = 4>(s, p(t)x)tp(t, x). Therefore cf>(s, x) = (fi(s, x) x 4>(0, x) and hence cf>(0, x) = I.
If {ex, ... , e2n} is a symmetric trivialization of E, then
so that cp(l/2, x) = -I. Hence
(5) Let 0(2«) be the subgroup of GL(2«) consisting of orthogonal matrices. Then there is a symmetric trivialization of E whose associated representation is a smooth map d>: G x S "~x -► 0(2«).
Proof. There is a Riemannian metric on E which is invariant under the action p. In fact, such an invariant metric can be obtained by using the action p to average any given Riemannian metric on E.
Let {e[, ... , e2n} be the given symmetric trivialization of E. Then for any x e S "~ , {e'x(x), ... , e'2n(x)} is a basis for Ex so that we may use the Gram-Schmidt process to obtain an orthonormal basis {ex(x), ... , &2n(x)} with respect to the invariant Riemannian metric on E. This gives a symmetric trivialization {e,,..., e2n} of E. Now p(t): Ex -> E ,t)x is an isometry. Hence the representation <f> associated with {ex, ... , e2n} maps C7 x S2"~x into 0(2«).
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The following two results will be needed in our argument. for k = 0, ... , 2« -2 .
Proof. The first part follows from the homotopy sequences of the fiber bundles
The second part follows from the homotopy sequence of the fiber bundle U(«) c U(" + l)^52"+1.
The inclusion map of 0(2«) into 0(2« + 2) induces a map of 0(2«)/U(«) into 0(2« + 2)/U(« + 1) which induces a homomorphism of the homotopy sequence of U(«) c 0(2«) -0(2«)/U(«) into that of U(«+l) cO(2« + 2)0 (2« + 2)/U(« + 1). Hence the third part follows from earlier parts and the five lemma.
(7) Let £!0(2«) be the space of piecewise smooth paths in 0(2«) from the identity to its negative and let Q0O(2«) be the subspace of Q0(2«) consisting of minimal geodesies. Then there is a natural diffeomorphism of 0(2«)/U(«) onto Q0O(2«) and the inclusion map of Q0O(2«) into Í20(2«) induces an isomorphism nk(Ci0O(2n)) % nk(QO(2n))
for k = 0, ... , 2« -3 .
Proof. There is a commutative diagram
given as follows. Let /: 0(2«) -► 0(2« + 2) be the map given in (6) . Then / maps the identity / of 0(2«) into the identity /(/) of 0(2« + 2), but does is an isomorphism for k < 2« -2. Assume now that k < 2« -3. Then in the commutative diagram above, the top horizontal arrow and the bottom horizontal arrow are isomorphisms. Hence our assertion follows.
Let us regard R as a subspace of R +1 by identifying every (xx, ... , xk) e Rk with (xx,... ,xk,0)e Rk+X . Then defined by qf(x , x"), t) = (t'x , t"x") with /'= 1/(1 -/ + r|x'|), t'2\x'\2 + /"2|x'|2 = 1 and /" > 0, is an equivariant smooth deformation retraction of TV, into S2i+X . Let {ex, ... , e2n} be a symmetric trivialization of E whose existence is guaranteed by the hypothesis of Theorem 1. By (5), we may assume that its associated representation is a smooth map <f>: G x S -► 0(2«). If x is a point of S2n~x such that / *-► </>(t, x) is an isomorphism of G onto a circle subgroup of 0(2«) conjugate to K, we say that {e,, ... , e2n} is nice at x . , then (/>(s, p(t)x) = tp(s, x) for any s, t e G, and hence {ex, ... , e2n} is nice at every point of p~ px. Moreover, Kx = {<t>(t, x)\t e G} is a circle subgroup of 0(2«) conjugate to K which depends only on px.
Proof. By (4), tp(s, p(t)x) = cp(s + t, x)tp(t, x)~x = cp(s, x). The rest is clear. 
4> (/, x) = cj>(t, x).
For any / e G and x = (x , x") e N0 with 1/2 < |x'| < 3/4 tj>°(t,x) = 4>(t,qf(x,k(4\x'\-2))).
For any / e G and x = (x , x") e X0 with 3/4 < \x'\ < 1 ,
For any s, t e G and x = (x , x") e X0 with 3/4 < |x'| < 1, d> (s, p(t)x) = 4> (s + t, x)tp°(t,x)~X.
It is not hard to see that for any s, t e G and x e S 4> (s + t, x) = d) (s, p(t)x)cf) (t,x).
Hence </> is the representation associated with the symmetric trivialization {c°x, ... , e2n} given as follows. For any x e S2n~x -N0 , (ex(x), ... ,e2n(x)) = (ex(x), ... , e2n(x)).
For any / e G and x e X0, (e°x(p(t)x), ... , e°2n(p(t)x)) = (ex(p(t)x), ... , e2n(p(t)x))cf>(t, x)cp°(t, x)~x.
For any teG and x = (x , x") e XQ with 11/12 < \x'\ < 1 , tp°(t,x) = F'(t,q0(x,l),l).
Therefore {ex , ... , e2n} is nice at x and hence is nice at every point of p(Gx{x}). so that f\aH2¡ represents an element C of 7t2;_,(noO(2«)) whose image in 7t2;_1(i20(2«)) isO. Since 2/-1 < 2«-3 , we infer from (7) Since F'\GxH 'x{0, 1} is smooth, we can choose an F so that F' is smooth.
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\F'(t,qj(x,l),X(4\x'\-3)) if 3/4 < \x'\ < 1.
For any s, t eG and x e Xt, -i j"_i Then for any s, t e G and x eS (s, p(t)x) = d)(S + t, X)(j> (/, x)ã nd xeS2"~x, cj)'(s + t,s) = <j>'is, p(t)x)(p'(t, x).
Since <fi'\cxix -<i2'-') *s srnooth and smce <p' is equal to cf>' on G x U for lGx(X-5""') some neighborhood U of S " ' -int /V;, it follows that d> is smooth on G x (S2"~x -S2'~x). Since {e[~x, ... ,¿ffn } is nice at every point of a neighborhood of S '~ , it follows from the construction of df that it is also smooth on G x S2i~x . Now we are able to construct a desired symmetric trivialization {e\, ... , e'2n} having cp' as its associated representation as we did in the proof of (9).
Assume next that i = n-l. Then we have a smooth map cpn~x : GxS "~x -> ■jy._-y 0(2«) given as follows. For any / e G and x e H ,
r\t ,x) = { For any s, t e G and x e H " , 4f-x(s, p(t)x) = cp"-x(s + t, x)df-x(t, x)~x.
Similarly, we have the desired symmetric trivialization {e"_1, ... , £2f1} of E having df~ as its associated representation.
Combining (9) and (10), we obtain (11) There is a symmetric trivialization of E which is nice at every point of s2"-1.
(12) There is a good trivialization of E.
Proof. By (11), there is a symmetric trivialization {e[,... ,e2 } of E which is nice at every point of S2"-1 . Let cp1 : G x ¿72"-1 -> 0(2«) be its associated representation. Then for any x e S2"~x, t >-> cp'(t, x) is an isomorphism of G onto a circle subgroup K of 0(2«) conjugate to K.
Let J: S "~ -* 0(2n) be the smooth map defined by J(x) = cp'(1/4, x).
Then J(p(t)x) = J(x) for any (/, x) e G x S2n~x , so that J(x)2 = -I for any x e S "~ . Hence J is a complex structure on E. With this complex structure, E becomes a smooth C" bundle E" such that p:
given by e[(x) , ... , e'2n(x)) = e2'n^Zrx(e\ (p(t)x) , ... , e'2n(p(t)x)).
Since n2n_2(U(n)) = 0, Ec is trivial so that it has a trivialization {e2j_x\j = 1,...,«} . Then {e,, ... , e2n} with e2j = Je2j_x , j = 1,...,«, is a trivivalization of E such that
Hence {ex, ... , e2n} is a good trivialization of E. This proves (12) as well as Theorem 1.
Now we prepare ourselves to prove Theorem 2. Let p: S "~x -> X be a free smooth great circle fibration of S2n~x . Then there is a natural free smooth action p: G x S "~ -»■ S "~ such that p(G x {x}) = p~ px for any x e S "~ , and x • p(t, x) = cos2tn for any (t,x)eGxS2n'x . Let E = TR Ic2"-1 •
As seen in (2), there is a natural free smooth action p = dp:GxE^E covering p and there is a natural symmetric trivialization of E. Hence, by Theorem 1, there is a good trivialization {e, , ... , e2n} of E .
(13) Let Ê = E/p which is a smooth R " bundle over X. Then the total Pontrjagin class of E is equal to the total Pontrjagin class of CP"-.
Proof. Let /' be the complex structure on R "©R " such that for any u e R " , j'(u,0) = (0,u), f(0,u) = (-u,0).
With the complex structure /', R " © R " becomes the unitary 2«-space C " and there is a natural free orthogonal action p:C7x(R ©R )-.R ©R such that for any / e G and (u, v) e R2n © R2" , p'(t)(u, v) = ((cos2tn)u -(sin2tn)v , (sin2/7t)w + (cos2tn)v).
Let K be the sphere in C2" =R2"©R2" of center (0, 0) and radius V2\ Then there is a natural diffeomorphism of the orbit space K* = K/p' onto CP "~ . = (p(t)x,p(t)p(3/4)x) = fi(p(t)x).
Since fS2n~x c K, f induces a smooth imbedding /: X -► K*. Let T = r(R2"©R2,!)|/52n-i,
i.e., the tangent bundle of C2" = R2" © R2" restricted to fS2n~x. Then the differential of p gives a free smooth action p =dp:GxT^T and f = T/p is a smooth R2" © R2" bundle over fX = fiS2n~x/p . Now we construct two smooth bundle imbeddings hx,h2: E -► T covering / as follows. Let {ex, ... , e2n} be the trivialization of E defined by the canonical basis {ex, ... , e2n) of R " , that means, for any x e S2"~x, ej(x) = ej atx,j=l,...,2n.
Then for any x e S n~ , the tangent space of R2" © R " at fix is 7V. = Ex © E"(3;4w which has a natural basis {ex(x), e2(x), ... ,e2n_x(x),e2n(x);e2(p(3/4)x), -ex(p(3/4)x),..., e2n(p(3/4)x), -e2n_x(p(3/4)x)}.
On the other hand, Theorem 1 provides a good trivialization {ex, ... , e2n} of E so that for each x e S "~ , {ex(x), ... , e2n(x)} is a basis for E. We let
It is not hard to verify that both hx and «2 are equivariant. For example, for any t eG,
It is easily seen that for any x e S " , Tfx = hxEx®h2Ex.
We infer that h = (hx,hf): E © E -> T is an equivariant smooth bundle isomorphism which induces a smooth bundle isomorphism « : Ê © Ê -► T.
For the sake of convenience, let us use / to identify X with fX c K* and use « to identify E © E with T. Let a be a generator of the second integral cohomology group H (K*) of K*. It is well known that the total Pontrjagin class of K* is pfK*) = (1 + a ) " (with the understanding that/ =0for k > 2«-1).
The inclusion map of X into K* induces an isomorphism of H (K*) onto H (X) so that we may regard a as a generator of H2(X) as well. Since f is the Whitney sum of the tangent bundle of K* restricted to X and two trivial R bundles, we infer that pfÊ)2 =pfE @E) =pff) = (1 +a2)2" pfE) = (1 + a )" (with the understanding that a = 0 for k > n -1 ).
Since E is the Whitney sum of the tangent bundle of X and two trivial R bundles, it follows that pfX)=pfE) = (l+a2)".
Hence the proof is complete.
(14) There is a smooth homotopy equivalence /: X -► CP"~ such that for any i = 2, ... , n -2, f is transversal to CP' and /~ ' CP' is a closed smooth 2/-manifold of the homotopy type of CP'.
Proof. Let us begin with an arbitrary smooth homotopy equivalence f : X -> CP"~X . It is well known that f is smoothly homotopic to a smooth homotopy equivalence fi2: X -> CP"~X which is transversal to CP2 so that f~xCP is a closed smooth 4-manifold.
As seen in Montgomery-Yang [6] , we can alter fi2 by a smooth homotopy which leads to surgeries killing homotopy groups of fi2 : fi2 CP -► CP . In fact, we first alter f2 by a smooth homotopy which leads to surgeries killing the kernel of fir:n0(ffXCP2)^nf(CP2). i = 2, ... , k , fk is transversal to CP' and fk: fifXCPl -> CP' is a homotopy equivalence. Assume next that k is odd. Then B reduced to integers modulo 2 defines an Arf invariant ck which is an integer modulo 2. Since p(l/2): S2n~x -> S "~x is the antipodal map, 5 "-contains a smooth (2k + l)-sphere invariant under p(l/2).
Therefore ck = 0. Hence we can alter fk by a smooth homotopy which leaves /J,-,^*-, unchanged and leads to surgeries killings Kk. This again gives a smooth homotopy equivalence fik : X -> CPn~x such that for any i = 2, ... , k, fik is transversal to CP', fik is transversal to CP' for any i = 2, ... , k, and fk: ff CP' -» CP' is a homotopy equivalence.
The smooth homotopy equivalence / = fn-f-X -> CP"~X is clearly as desired.
(15) For « ¿ 3 , X is diffeomorphic to CP"-1 .
Proof. For « = 1, 2, the statement is obvious. Therefore we assume that « > 3.
By (14), there is a smooth homotopy equivalence /: X -> CP"~ such that for each / = 2,...,«-2, / is transversal to CP' and /: fi~ CP -* CP is a homotopy equivalence. Let X^f-'CPf i = 3,...,n-l.
Then X^ is diffeomorphic to CP3 (see, for example, Montgomery-Yang [6] ). Suppose that for some k = 4,... , n -1, we have already proved that Xk_x is diffeomorphic to CP ~ . Then there is a homotopy 2/c-sphere I such that
Xk is diffeomorphic to CP #1 .
In P~XXk , p~xXk_x bounds a smooth closed 2/c-disk D2 such that p: D -dD -^Xk-Xk_x is a diffeomorphism [7] . Moreover, K2k =D2k Up(l/2)D2k is diffeomorphic to S2 and the closed smooth 2fc-manifold K /p(l/2) obtained from K2 by identifying every point x with p(l/2)x is diffeomorphic to the connected sum of the real projective 2/c-space RP and Z . Since p(l/2): S2n~x -» 52""1 is the antipodal map, S2k is invariant under p(l/2). Therefore K2k/p(l/2) and S2k/p(l/2) = RP2k are «-cobordant (BrowderLivesay [2] ). By the S-cobordism theorem, K2 /p(l/2) is diffeomorphic to RP2k so that l}k is diffeomorphic to S2k . Hence Xk is diffeomorphic to CP*. Let H2n be the closed upper hemisphere in S2" . Then dH " = S n~x and there is a diffeomorphism /://"->£)
given as follows. Let us regard TbM as R" and let x0 be the north pole of S " . Then every point of H " can be written (cosd)x0 + (sinö)x for some d e[0, n/2] and x e dH2n . We let /((cos 6)Xf + (sin 0)*) = (2Bl/n)x.
The smooth imbedding g = (exp)/: H " -> M has the following properties. First, g: S n~x -> cutè is a smooth great circle fibration. Second, g: H " -S "~ -► M-cut b is a diffeomorphism. Hence up to a diffeomorphism, we may regard M as the smooth manifold obtained from H " by identifying 5 "w ith cut b via the map g . Let p: G x S " -> S " be the natural free smooth action of the circle group G on S2"-1 associated with g: S "~x -► cute and let points of S n+x be written (qx, r, s), where x e S n~ and q, r, s are real numbers such that q>0, q2 + r2 + s2 = I. Then H2" = {(qx,r,s)e S2n+X\r > 0, 5 = 0} .
Therefore there is a natural free smooth action p : G x S n+ -► S "+ such that for any / e G and (qx, r, 0) e H " , p (/, (qx, r, 0)) = (qp(t, x), rcos2tn, rsin2tn).
Moreover, there is a natural identification of the orbit space 5 "+ /p with M. Since the projection of S n+ into M is a smooth great circle fibration, our assertion follows.
Theorem 3 is a consequence of (16) and Theorem 2.
